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Abstract. We are interested in algorithmically proving the robustness
of neural networks. Notions of robustness have been discussed in the
literature; we are interested in probabilistic notions of robustness that
assume it feasible to construct a statistical model of the process generating the inputs of a neural network. We find this a reasonable assumption
given the rapid advances in algorithms for learning generative models of
data. A neural network f is then defined to be probabilistically robust
if, for a randomly generated pair of inputs, f is likely to demonstrate
k-Lipschitzness, i.e., the distance between the outputs computed by f is
upper-bounded by the kth multiple of the distance between the pair of
inputs. We name this property, probabilistic Lipschitzness.
We model generative models and neural networks, together, as programs
in a simple, first-order, imperative, probabilistic programming language,
pcat. Inspired by a large body of existing literature, we define a denotational semantics for this language. Then we develop a sound local
Lipschitzness analysis for cat, a non-probabilistic sublanguage of pcat.
This analysis can compute an upper bound of the “Lipschitzness” of a
neural network in a bounded region of the input set. We next present a
provably correct algorithm, PROLIP, that analyzes the behavior of a neural network in a user-specified box-shaped input region and computes (i) lower bounds on the probabilistic mass of such a region with respect
to the generative model, (ii) upper bounds on the Lipschitz constant of
the neural network in this region, with the help of the local Lipschitzness analysis. Finally, we present a sketch of a proof-search algorithm
that uses PROLIP as a primitive for finding proofs of probabilistic Lipschitzness. We implement the PROLIP algorithm and empirically evaluate
the computational complexity of PROLIP.

1

Introduction

Neural networks (NNs) are useful for modeling a variety of computational tasks
that are beyond the reach of manually written programs. We like to think of NNs
as programs in a first-order programming language specialized to operate over
vectors from high-dimensional Euclidean spaces. However, NNs are algorithmically learned from observational data about the task being modeled. These tasks
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typically represent natural processes for which we have large amounts of data
but limited mathematical understanding. For example, NNs have been successful
at image recognition [40] - assigning descriptive labels to images. In this case,
the underlying natural process that we want to mimic computationally is image
recognition as it happens in the human brain. However, insufficient mathematical
theory about this task makes it hard to develop a hand-crafted algorithm.
Given that NNs are discovered algorithmically, it is important to ensure that
a learned NN actually models the computational task of interest. With the perspective of NNs as programs, this reduces to proving that the NN behaves in
accordance with the formal specification of the task at hand. Unfortunately,
limited mathematical understanding of the tasks implies that, in general, we are
unable to even state the formal specification. In fact, it is precisely in situations
where we are neither able to manually design an algorithm nor able to provide
formal specifications in which NNs tend to be deployed. This inability to verify
or make sense of the computation represented by a NN is one of the primary
challenges to the widespread adoption of NNs, particularly for safety critical applications. In practice, NNs are tested on a limited number of manually provided
tests (referred to as test data) before deploying. However, a natural question is,
what formal correctness guarantees, if any, can we provide about NNs?
A hint towards a useful notion of correctness comes from an important observation about the behavior of NNs, first made by [51]. They noticed that stateof-the-art NNs that had been learned to perform the image recognition task
were unstable - small changes in the inputs caused the learned NNs to produce
large, unexpected, and undesirable changes in the outputs. In the context of
the image recognition task, this meant that small changes to the images, imperceptible to humans, caused the NN to produce very different labels. The same
phenomenon has been observed by others, and in the context of very different
tasks, like natural language processing [35,2] and speech recognition [13,14,45].
This phenomenon, commonly referred to as lack of robustness, is widespread
and undesirable. This has motivated a large body of work (see [59,43,62] for
broad but non-exhaustive surveys) on algorithmically proving NNs robust. These
approaches differ not only in the algorithms employed but also in the formal
notions of robustness that they prove.
An majority of the existing literature has focused on local notions of robustness. Informally, a NN is locally robust at a specific input, x0 , if it behaves robustly
in a bounded, local region of the input Euclidean space centered at x0 . There
are multiple ways of formalizing this seemingly intuitive property. A common
approach is to formalize this property as, @x.pkx ´ x0 k ď rq Ñ φppf xq, pf x0 qq,
where f is the NN to be proven locally robust at x0 , pf xq represents the result
of applying the NN f on input x, φppf xq, pf x0 qq represents a set of linear constraints imposed on pf xq, and k¨k represents the norm or distance metric used
for measuring distances in the input and output Euclidean spaces (typically,
an lp norm is used with p P t1, 2, 8u). An alternate, less popular, formulation
of local robustness, referred to as local Lipschitzness at a point, requires that
@x, x1 .pkx ´ x0 k ď rq ^ pkx1 ´ x0 k ď rq Ñ pkf x ´ f x1 k ď k ˚ kx ´ x1 kq. Local
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Lipschitzness ensures that in a ball of radius r centered at x0 , changes in the
input only lead to bounded changes in the output. One can derive other forms of
local robustness from local Lipschitzness. (see Theorem 3.2 in [58]). We also find
local Lipschitzness to be an aesthetically more pleasing and natural property of
a function. But, local Lipschitzness is a relational property [12,6]/hyperproperty
[18] unlike the first formulation, which is a safety property [41]. Algorithms
for proving safety properties of programs have been more widely studied and
there are a number of mature approaches to build upon, which may explain the
prevalence of techniques for proving the former notion of local robustness. For
instance, [49,28] are based on variants of polyhedral abstract interpretation [21],
[10,37,38] encode the local robustness verification problem as an SMT constraint.
Local robustness (including local Lipschitzness) is a useful but limited guarantee. For inputs where the NN has not been proven to be locally robust, no
guarantees can be given. Consequently, a global notion of robustness is desirable. Local Lipschitzness can be extended to a global property - a NN f is globally
Lipschitz or k-Lipschitz if, @x, x1 .pkf x ´ f x1 k ď k ˚ kx ´ x1 kq. Algorithms have
been proposed in programming languages and machine learning literature for
computing Lipschitz constant upper bounds. Global robustness is guaranteed if
the computed upper bound is ď k.
Given the desirability of global robustness over local robustness, the focus
on local robustness in the existing literature may seem surprising. There are
two orthogonal reasons that, we believe, explain this state of affairs - (i) proving global Lipschitzness, particularly with a tight upper bound on the Lipschitz
constant, is more technically and computationally challenging than proving local
Lipschitzness, which is itself hard to prove due its relational nature; (ii) requiring NNs to be globally Lipschitz with some low constant k can be an excessively
stringent specification, unlikely to be met by most NNs in practice. NNs, unlike
typical programs, are algorithmically learnt from data. Unless the learning algorithm enforces the global robustness constraint, it is unlikely for a learned NN to
exhibit this “strong” property. Unfortunately, learning algorithms are ill-suited
for imposing such logical constraints. These algorithms search over a set of NNs
(referred to as the hypothesis class) for the NN minimizing a cost function (referred to as loss function) that measures the “goodness” of a NN for modeling
the computational task at hand. These algorithms are greedy and iterative, following the gradient of the loss function. Modifying the loss function in order
to impose the desired logical constraints significantly complicates the function
structure and makes the gradient-based, greedy learning algorithms ineffective.3
Consequently, in this work, we focus on a probabilistic notion of global robustness. This formulation, adopted from [44], introduces a new mathematical
object to the NN verification story, namely, a probability measure over the inputs
to the NN under analysis. One assumes it feasible to construct a statistical model
of the process generating the inputs of a NN. We find this a reasonable assumption given the rapid advances in algorithms for learning generative models of
data [39,32]. Such a statistical model yields a distribution D over the inputs of
3
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the NN. Given distribution D and a NN f , this notion of robustness, that we refer
to as probabilistic Lipschitzness, is formally stated as,
ˇ
Pr
p f x ´ f x1 ď k ˚ x ´ x1 ˇ x ´ x1 ď rq ě 1 ´ 
1
x,x „D

This says that if we randomly draw two samples, x and x1 from the distribution
D, then, under the condition that x and x1 are r-close, there is a high probability
(ě p1 ´ q) that NN f behaves stably for these inputs. If the parameter  “ 0 and
r “ 8, then we recover the standard notion of k-Lipschitzness. Conditioning
on the event of x and x1 being r-close reflects the fact that we are primarily
concerned with the behavior of the NN on pairs of inputs that are close.
To algorithmically search for proofs of probabilistic Lipschitzness, we model
generative models and NNs together as programs in a simple, first-order, imperative, probabilistic programming language, pcat. First-order probabilistic programming languages with a sample construct, like pcat, have been well-studied.4
Programs in pcat denote transformers from Euclidean spaces to probability measures over Euclidean spaces. pcat, inspired by the non-probabilistic language cat
[28], is explicitly designed to model NNs, with vectors in Rn as the basic datatype.
The suitability of pcat for representing generative models stems from the fact
that popular classes of generative models (for instance, the generative network
of generative adversarial networks [32] and the decoder network of variational
autoencoders [39]) are represented by NNs. Samples from the input distribution
D are obtained by drawing a sample from a standard distribution (typically a
normal distribution) and running this sample through generative or decoder networks. In pcat, this can be represented as the program, z ø N p0, 1q; g, where
the first statement represents the sampling operation (referred to as sampling
from the latent space, with z as the latent variable) and g is the generative or
decoder NN. If the NN to be analyzed is f , then we can construct the program,
z ø N p0, 1q; g; f , in pcat, and subject it to our analysis.
Adapting a language-theoretic perspective allows us to study the problem
in a principled, general manner and utilize existing program analysis and verification literature. In particular, we are interested in sound algorithms that can
verify properties of probabilistic programs without needing manual intervention.
Thus approaches based on interactive proofs [8,9], requiring manually-provided
annotations and complex side-conditions [36,15,7] or only providing statistical
guarantees [46,11] are precluded. Frameworks based on abstract interpretation
[22,54] are helpful for thinking about analysis of probabilistic programs but we
focus on a class of completely automated proof-search algorithms [29,47,1] that
only consider probabilistic programs where all randomness introducing statements (i.e., sample statements) are independent of program inputs, i.e. samples
are drawn from fixed, standard probability distributions, similar to our setting.
These algorithms analyze the program to generate symbolic constraints (i.e.,
sentences in first-order logic with theories supported by SMT solvers) and then
compute the probability mass or “volume”, with respect to a fixed probability
measure, of the set of values satisfying these constraints. These algorithms are
4
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unsuitable for parametric probability measures but suffice for our problem. Both
generating symbolic constraints and computing volumes can be computationally
expensive (and even intractable for large programs), so a typical strategy is to
break down the task into simpler sub-goals. This is usually achieved by defining
the notion of “program path” and analyzing each path separately. This per path
strategy is unsuitable for NNs, with their highly-branched program structure. We
propose partitioning the program input space (i.e., the latent space in our case)
into box-shaped regions, and analyzing the program behavior separately on each
box. The box partitioning strategy offers two important advantages - (i) by not
relying explicitly on program structure to guide partitioning strategy, we have
more flexibility to balance analysis efficiency and precision; (ii) computing the
volume of boxes is easier than computing the same for sets with arbitrary or
even convex structure.
For the class of probabilistic programs we are interested in (with structure,
z ø N p0, 1q; g; f ), the box-partitioning strategy implies repeatedly analyzing
the program g; f while restricting z to from box shaped regions. In every run,
the analysis of g; f involves computing a box-shaped overapproximation, xB , of
the outputs computed by g when z is restricted to some specific box zB and computing an upper bound on the local Lipschitz constant of f in the box-shaped
region xB . We package these computations, performed in each iteration of the
proof-search algorithm, in an algorithmic primitive, PROLIP. For example, consider the scenario where f represents a classifier, trained on the MNIST dataset,
for recognizing hand-written digits, and g represents a generative NN modeling
the distribution of the MNIST dataset. In order to prove probabilistic Lipschitzness of f with respect to the distribution D represented by the generative model
z ø N p0, 1q; g, we iteratively consider box-shaped regions in the latent space
(i.e., in the input space of g). For each such box-shaped region σB in the input space of g, we first compute an overapproximation σ̃B of the corresponding
box-shaped region in the output space of g. Since the output of g is the input
of f , we next compute an upper bound on the local Lipschitz constant of f in
the region σ̃B . If the computed upper bound is less than the required bound,
we add the probabilistic mass of region σB to an accumulator maintaining the
probability of f being Lipschitz with respect to the distribution D.
For computing upper bounds on local Lipschitz constants, we draw inspiration from existing literature on Lipschitz analysis of programs [16] and NNs
[51,19,26,42,53,57,61,52,33]. In particular, we build on the algorithms presented
in [57,61]. We translate these algorithms in to our language-theoretic setting
and present the local Lipschitzness analysis in the form of an abstract semantics
for the cat language, which is a non-probabilistic sublanguage of pcat. In the
process, we also simplify and generalize the original algorithms.
To summarize, our primary contributions in this work are - (i) we present
a provably sound algorithmic primitive PROLIP and a sketch of a proof-search
algorithm for probabilistic Lipschitzness of NNs, (ii) we develop a simplified and
generalized version of the local Lipschitzness analysis in [57], capable of computing an upper bound on the local Lipschitz constant of box-shaped input regions
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(variables) x, y P V
(naturals) m, n P N
Ť
(weights)
w P m,nPN Rmˆn
Ť
(biases)
β P nPN Rn
s
s´
b
e

::“
::“
::“
::“

skip | y Ð w ¨ x ` β | y ø N p0, 1q | s; s | if b then s else s
skip | y Ð w ¨ x ` β | s´ ; s´ | if b then s´ else s´
πpx, mq ě πpy, nq | πpx, nq ě 0 | πpx, nq ă 0 | b ^ b | b
πpx, nq | w ¨ x ` β

Fig. 1: pcat syntax

for any program in the cat language, (iii) we develop a strategy for computing
proofs of probabilistic programs that limits probabilistic reasoning to volume
computation of regularly shaped sets with respect to standard distributions, (iv)
we implement the PROLIP algorithm, and evaluate its computational complexity.

2
2.1

Language Definition
Language Syntax

pcat (probabilistic conditional affine transformations) is a first-order, imperative probabilistic programming language, inspired by the cat language [28]. pcat
describes always terminating computations
on data with a base type of vectors
Ť
over the field of reals (i.e., of type nPN Rn ). pcat is not meant to be a practical language for programming, but serves as a simple, analyzable, toy language
that captures the essence of programs structured like NNs. We emphasize that
pcat does not capture the learning component of NNs. We think of pcat programs as objects learnt by a learning algorithm (commonly stochastic gradient
descent with symbolic gradient computation). We want to analyze these learned
programs and prove that they satisfy the probabilistic Lipschitzness property.
pcat can express a variety of popular NN architectures and generative models.
For instance, pcat can express ReLU, convolution, maxpool, batchnorm, transposed convolution, and other structures that form the building blocks of popular
NN architectures. We describe the encodings of these structures in Appendix F.
The probabilistic nature of pcat further allows us to express a variety of generative models, including different generative adversarial networks (GANs) [32]
and variational autoencoders (VAEs) [39].
pcat syntax is defined in Figure 1. pcat variable names are drawn from a set
V and refer to vector of reals. Constant matrices and vectors appear frequently
in pcat programs, playing the role of learned weights and biases of NNs, and are
typically represented by w and β, respectively. Programs in pcat are composed of
basic statements for performing linear transformations of vectors (y Ð w ¨ x ` β)
and sampling vectors from normal distributions (y ø N p0, 1q). Sampling from
parametric distributions is not allowed. Programs can be composed sequentially
(s; s) or conditionally (if b then s else s). pcat does not have a loop construct,
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Ť
Σ fi V Ñ ŤnPN Rn
JeK : Σ Ñ nPN Rn
Jπpx, nqKpσq “ σpxqn
Jw ¨ x ` βKpσq “ w ¨ σpxq ` β
JbK : Σ Ñ ttt, ff u
Jπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKpσq “ if pJπpx, mqKpσq ě Jπpy, nqKpσqq then tt else ff
Jπpx, mq ě 0Kpσq “ if pJπpx, mq ě 0Kpσqq then tt else ff
Jπpx, mq ă 0Kpσq “ if pJπpx, mqKpσq ă 0q then ttelse ff
Jb1 ^ b2 Kpσq “ Jb1 Kpσq ^ Jb2 Kpσq
J bKpσq “ if pJbK “ ttq then ff else tt
JsK : Σ Ñ P pΣq
JskipKpσq “ δσ
Jy Ð w ¨ x ` βKpσq “ δσryÞÑJw¨x`βKpσqs
Jy ø N p0, 1qKpσq “ Ea„N p0,1q rλν.δσryÞÑνs s
Js1 ; s2 Kpσq “ Eσ̃„Js1 Kpσq rJs2 Ks
Jif b then s1 else s2 Kpσq “ if pJbKpσqq then Js1 Kpσq else Js2 Kpσq
x : P pΣq Ñ P pΣq
JsK
x
JsKpµq “ Eσ„µ rJsKs
~
´K : Σ Ñ Σ
Js

JskipKpσq
“σ

Jy Ð w ¨ x ` βKpσq “ σry ÞÑ Jw ¨ x ` βKpσqs
} }
Js
1 ; s2 Kpσq “ Js2 KpJs1 Kpσqq

}
}
Jif b then s1 else s2 Kpσq “ if pJbKpσqq then Js
1 Kpσq else Js2 Kpσq

Fig. 2: pcat denotational semantics

acceptable as many NN architectures do not contain loops. pcat provides a projection operator πpx, nq that reads the nth element of the vector referred by x.
For pcat programs to be well-formed, all the matrix and vector dimensions need
to fit together. Static analyses [50,31] can ensure correct dimensions. In the rest
of the paper, we assume that the programs are well-formed.
2.2

Language Semantics

We define the denotational semantics of pcat in Figure 2, closely following those
presented in [8]. We present definitions required to understand these semantics.
Definition 1. A σ´algebra on a set X is a set Σ of subsets of X such that
it contains X, is closed under complements and countable unions. A set with a
σ´algebra is a measurable space and the subsets in Σ are measurable.
A measure on a measurable
space
Ť
ř pX, Σq is a function µ : Σ Ñ r0, 8s such
that µpHq “ 0 and µp iPN Bi q “ iPN µpBi q such that Bi is a countable family
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of disjoint measurable sets. A probability measure or probability distribution is a
measure µ with µpXq “ 1.
Given set X, we use P pXq to denote the set of all probability measures
over X. A Dirac distribution centered on x, written δx , maps x to 1 and all
other elements of the underlying set to 0. Note that when giving semantics to
probabilistic programming languages, it is typical to consider sub-distributions
(measures such that µpXq ď 1 for a measurable space pX, Σq), as all programs in
pcat terminate, we do not describe the semantics in terms of sub-distributions.
Next, following [8], we give a monadic structure to probability distributions.
Definition 2. Let µ P PşpAq and f : A Ñ P pBq. Then, Ea„µ rf s P P pBq is
defined as, Ea„µ rf s fi λν. A f paqpνq dµpaq
ş
şNote that in the rest of the paper, we write expressions of the form A f paq dµpaq
as aPA µpaq ¨ f paq for notational convenience. The metalanguage used in Figure
2 and the rest of the paper is standard first-order logic with ZFC set theory,
but we borrow notation from a variety of sources including languages like C and
ML as well as standard set-theoretic notation. As needed, we provide notational
clarification.
We define the semantics of pcat with respect to the set Σ of states. A state σ
is a map from variables V to vectors of reals of any finite dimension. The choice
of real vectors as the basic type of values is motivated by the goal of pcat to
model NN computations. The set P pΣq is the set of probability measures over
Σ. A pcat statement transforms a distribution over Σ to a new distribution over
the same set. JeK and JbK denote the semantics of expressions and conditional
checks, respectively. Expressions map states to vectors of reals while conditional
checks map states to boolean values.
The semantics of statements are defined in two steps. We first define the
standard semantics JsK where statements map incoming states to probability
x transform a probability distribudistributions. Next, the lifted semantics, JsK,
tion over the states, say µ, to a new probability distribution. The lifted semantics
x are obtained from the standard semantics (JsK) using the monadic construc(JsK)
~
´ K) for the
tion of Definition 2. Finally, we also defined a lowered semantics (Js
cat sublanguage of pcat. As per these lowered semantics, statements are maps
from states to states. Moreover, the lowered semantics of cat programs is tightly
related to their standard semantics, as described by the following lemma.
Lemma 3. (Equivalence of semantics)
@p P s´ , σ P Σ. JpKpσq “ δJpKpσq
}
Proof. Appendix A



The lemma states that one can obtain the standard probabilistic semantics for
a program p in cat, given an initial state σ, by a Dirac delta distribution centered
|
at JpKpσq.
Using this lemma, one can prove the following useful corollary.
x
|
Corollary 4. @p P s´ , σ P Σ, µ P P pΣq. JpKpµqp
JpKpσqq
ě µpσq

Proof. Appendix B
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Lipschitz Analysis

A function f is locally Lipschitz in a bounded set S if, @x, x1 P S.kf x ´ f x1 k ď
k ¨ kx ´ x1 k, where k¨k can be any lp norm. Quickly computing tight upper
bounds on the local Lipschitzness constant (k) is an important requirement
of our proof-search algorithm for probabilistic Lipschitzness of pcat programs.
However, as mentioned previously, local Lipschitzness is a relational property
(hyperproperty) and computing upper bounds on k can get expensive.
The problem can be made tractable by exploiting a known relationship between Lipschitz constants and directional directives of a function. Let f be a
function of type Rm Ñ Rn , and let S Ă Rm be a convex bounded set. From
[58] we know that the local Lipschitz constant of f in the region S can be upper
bounded by the maximum value of the norm of the directional directives of f in S,
where the directional directive, informally, is the derivative of f in the direction
of some vector v. Since f is a vector-valued function (i.e., mapping vectors to vectors), the derivative (including directional derivative) of f appears as a matrix of
» By1
By1 fi
Bx1 ... Bxm
... fl, referred to as the Jacobian matrix of f (with x and
the form, J “ – ...
Byn
Byn
Bx1 ... Bxm
y referring to the input and output of f ). Moreover, to compute the norm of J, i.e.
kJk, we use the operator norm, kJk “ inftc ě 0 | kJvk ď ckvk for all v P Rm u.
Intuitively, thinking of a matrix M as a linear operator mapping between two
vector spaces, the operator norm of M measures the maximum amount by which
a vector gets “stretched” when mapped using M .
For piecewise linear functions with a finite number of “pieces”(i.e., the type
of functions that can be computed by cat), using lemma 3.3 from [58], we can
compute an upper bound on the Lipschitz constant by computing the operator norm of the Jacobian of each linear piece, and picking the maximum value.
Since each piece of the function is linear, computing the Jacobian for a piece is
straightforward. But the number of pieces in piecewise linear functions represented by NNs (or cat programs) can be exponential in the number of layers in
the NN, even in a bounded region S. Instead of computing the Jacobian for each
piece, we instead define a static analysis inspired by the Fast-Lip algorithm presented in [57] that computes lower and upper bounds of each element (i.e., each
partial derivative) appearing in the Jacobian. Since our analysis is sound, such
an interval includes all the possible values of the partial derivative in a given
convex region S. We describe this Jacobian analysis in the rest of the section.
3.1

Instrumented cat Semantics

We define an instrumented denotational semantics for cat (the non-probabilistic
sublanguage of pcat) in Figure 3 that computes Jacobians for a particular program path, in addition to the standard meaning of the program (as defined in
| (notice the subscript D). ProFigure 2). The semantics are notated by J¨K
D
gram states, ΣD , are pairs of maps such that the first element of each pair
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Ť
ΣD fi Σ ˆ pV Ñ pp m,nPN pRqmˆn q ˆ V q
Ť
Ť
|
D
JeKD : Σ Ñ nPN Rn ˆ pV Ñ pp m,nPN pRqmˆn q

Jw 
¨ x ` βKD pσD q “ let l “ dimpwq1 in
let m “ dimpwq2 in
let n “ dimpσD
2 pxq1 q2 in
let a “ Jw ¨ x ` βKpσD
1 q in
let
ˇ
„ mb “

ˇ
ř
ˇ
wj,i ¨ pppσD
in
2 pxqq1 qi,k q ˇ j P t1, .., lu, k P t1, ..., nu
i“1
pa, bq
| : ΣD Ñ ttt, ff u
JbK
D
| pσD q “ JbKpσD q
JbK
1
D
~
´K
Js
: ΣD Ñ ΣD
D
 pσD q “ σD
JskipK
D
D
D


D
D
Jy Ð 
w ¨ x ` βKD pσD q “ pσD
1 ry ÞÑ pJw ¨ x ` βKD pσ qq1 s, σ2 ry ÞÑ ppJw ¨ x ` βKD pσ qq2 , σ2 pxq2 qsq

}
}
D
D
Js1 ; s2 K pσ q “ Js2 K pJs1 K pσ qq
D

D

D


| pσD q “ ttq then Js
}
}
D
D
Jif b then
s1 else s2 KD pσD q “ if pJbK
1 K pσ q else Js2 K pσ q
D
D
D

Fig. 3: cat denotational semantics instrumented with Jacobians

belongs to the previously defined set Σ of states, while the second element
of each Ť
pair is a map that records the Jacobians. The second map is of type
V Ñ pp m,nPN pRqmˆn q ˆ V q, mapping each variable in V to a pair of values,
namely, a Jacobian which is matrix of reals, and a variable in V . A cat program
can map multiple input vectors to multiple output vectors, so one can compute
a Jacobian of the cat program for each output vector with respect to each input vector. This explains the type of the second map in ΣD - for each variable,
the map records the corresponding Jacobian of the cat program computed with
respect to the input variable that forms the second element of the pair.
Before explaining the semantics in Figure 3, we clarify the notation used in
the figure. We use subscript indices, starting from 1, to refer to elements in a pair
or a tuple. For instance, we can read ppσD2 pxqq1 qi,k in the definition of Jw 
¨ x ` βKD
as follows - σD2 refers to the second map of the σD pair, σD2 pxq1 extracts the first
element (i.e., the Jacobian matrix) of the pair mapped to variable x, and then
finally, we extract the element at location pi, kq in the Jacobian matrix. Also, we
use let expressions in a manner similar to ML, and list comprehensions similar to
Haskell (though we extend the notation to handle matrices). dim is polymorphic
and returns the dimensions of vectors and matrices.
The only interesting semantic definitions are the ones associated with the
expression w ¨ x ` β and the statement y Ð w ¨ x ` β. The value associated with
any variable in a cat program is always of the form, wn pwn´1 p...pw2 pw1 ¨ x `
β1 q ` β2 q...q ` βn´1 q ` βn “ wn ¨ wn´1 ¨ ... ¨ w2 ¨ w1 ¨ x ` wn ¨ wn´1 ¨ ... ¨ w2 ¨ β1 ` wn ¨
wn´1 ¨...¨w3 ¨β2 `...`βn . The derivative (the Jacobian) of this term with respect
to x is wn ¨ wn´1 ¨ ... ¨ w2 ¨ w1 . Thus, calculating the Jacobian of a cat program
for a particular output variable with respect to a particular input variable only
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Ť
n
ΣB fi V Ñ nPN pR ˆ
ŤRq
ΣL fi ΣB ˆ pV Ñ pp m,nPN pR ˆ Rqmˆn q ˆ pV Y tK, Juqq
Ť
Ť
JeKL : ΣL Ñ pp nPN pR ˆ Rqn q ˆ p m,nPN pR ˆ Rqmˆn qq
L
Jw ¨ x ` βKL pσ q “ let l “ dimpwq1 in
let m “ dimpwq2 in
let n “ dimpσL2 pxq1 q2 in
let a “ Jw ¨ x ` βKB pσL1 q in
let
ˇ
fi
» b“ m
ř
ˇ
L
pp
w
j,i ¨ pppσ2 pxqq1 qi,k q1 ` ˇ
ˇ
— i“1^w ě0
ffi
j,i
ffi
ˇ
—
m
ffi
ˇ
—
ř
L
ffi
ˇ
—
wj,i ¨ pppσ2 pxqq1 qi,k q2 q ˇ
ffi
—
ffi
ˇ
— i“1^wj,i ă0
j
P
t1,
..,
lu,
k
P
t1,
...,
nu
ffi in
ˇ
—
m
ř
ffi
ˇ
—p
L
wj,i ¨ pppσ2 pxqq1 qi,k q2 ` ˇ
—
ffi
ffi
ˇ
— i“1^wj,i ě0
ffi
ˇ
—
m
ř
ˇ
fl
–
L
wj,i ¨ pppσ2 pxqq1 qi,k q1 qq ˇ
ˇ
i“1^wj,i ă0
pa, bq
Ů
σ

L

Ů
L

L
ΣL Ñ ΣL
L : Σ ˆŮ
σ̃L “ ppσL1 B σL2 q,
pλv. let pm, nq “ dimpσL2 pvqq in
if pσL2 pvq2 “ σ̃L2 pvq2 q then
prpmintpσL2 pvq1 qi,j , pσ̃L2 pvq1 qi,j u, maxtpσL2 pvq1 qi,j , pσ̃L2 pvq1 qi,j uq |
i P t1, ..., mu, j P t1, ..., nus, σL2 pvq2 q
else prp´8, 8q | i P t1, ..., mu, j P t1, ..., nus, Jq

JbKL : ΣL Ñ ttt, ff , Ju
JbKL pσL q “ JbKB pσL1 q
Js´ KL : ΣL Ñ ΣL
JskipKL pσL q “ σL
Jassert bKL pσL q “ ppJassert bKB pσL1 qq, σL2 q
Jy Ð w ¨ x ` βKL pσL q “ pσL1 ry ÞÑ pJw ¨ x ` βKL pσL qq1 s, σL2 ry ÞÑ ppJw ¨ x ` βKL pσL qq2 , σL2 pxq2 qsq
Js1 ; s2 KL pσL q “ Js2 KL pJs1 KL pσL qq
Jif b then s1 else s2 KL pσL q “ if
pJbKL pσL q “ ttq then Js1 KL pσL q
else if pJbKL pσL q “ ff q then Js2 KL pσL q
Ů
else Js1 KL pJassert bKL pσL qq L Js2 KL pJassert bKL pσL qq

Fig. 4: cat abstract semantics for Jacobian analysis

requires multiplying the relevant weight matrices together and the bias terms
can be ignored. This is exactly how we define the semantics of w ¨ x ` β.
3.2

Jacobian Analysis

The abstract version of the instrumented denotational semantics of cat is defined
in Figure 4. The semantics are notated by J¨KL (notice the subscript L). The
analysis computes box-shaped overapproximations of all the possible outcomes
of a cat program when executed on inputs from a box-shaped bounded set. This
is similar to standard interval analysis except that cat operates on data of base
type of real vectors. The analysis maintains bounds on real vectors by computing
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intervals for every element of a vector. In addition, this analysis also computes an
overapproximation of all the possible Jacobian matrices. Note that the Jacobian
matrices computed by the instrumented semantics of cat only depend on the
path through the program, i.e. the entries in the computed Jacobian are controldependent on the program inputs but not data-dependent. Consequently, for
precision, it is essential that our analysis exhibit some notion of path-sensitivity.
We achieve this by evaluating the branch conditions using the computed intervals
and abstractly interpreting both the branches of an if then else statement only
if the branch direction cannot be resolved.
An abstract program state, σL P ΣL , is a pair of maps. The first map in an
abstract state maps variables in V to abstract vectors representing a box-shaped
set of vectors. Each element of an abstract vector is pair of reals representing a
lower bound and an upper bound on the possible values (first element of the pair
is the lower bound and second element is the upper bound). The second map in
an abstract state maps variables in V to pairs of abstract Jacobian matrices and
elements in V extended with a top and a bottom element. Like abstract vectors,
each element of an abstract Jacobian matrix is a pair of reals representing lower
and upper bounds of the corresponding partial derivative.
The definition of the abstract semantics is straightforward but we describe the
abstract semantics for affine expressions and for conditional statements. First,
we discuss affine expressions. As a quick reminder of the notation, a term of
the form pppσL2 pxqq1 qi,k q1 represents the lower bound of the element at location
pi, kq in the abstract Jacobian associated with variable x. Now, recall that the
instrumented semantics computes Jacobians simply by multiplying the weight
matrices. In the abstract semantics, we multiply abstract Jacobians such that
the bounds on each abstract element in the output abstract Jacobian reflect the
minimum and maximum possible values that the element could take given the
input abstract Jacobians. The abstract vectors for the first map are computed
using the abstract box semantics (notated by J¨KB ), defined in Appendix G.For
conditional statements, as mentioned previously, we first evaluate the branch
condition using the abstract state. If this evaluation returns J, meaning that the
analysis was unable to discern the branch to be taken, we abstractly interpret
both the branches and then join the computed abstract states. Note that before
abstractly interpreting both branches, we update the abstract state to reflect
that the branch condition should hold before executing s1 and should not hold
before executing s2 . However, the assert b statement is not a part of the cat
language,
and only used for defining the abstract semantics. The join operation
Ť
( L ) is as expected, except for one detail that we want to highlight - in case
the Jacobians along different branches are computed with respect to different
input variables we make the most conservative choice when joining the abstract
Jacobians, bounding each element with p´8, 8q as well as recording J for the
input variable.
Next, we define the concretization function (γL ) for the abstract program
states that maps elements in ΣL to sets of elements in ΣD and then state the
soundness theorem for our analysis.
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Definition 5. (Concretization
function for Jacobian
Źanalysis)
Ź
γL pσL q “ tσD | p vPV .σL1 pvq1 ď σD1 pvq ď σL1 pvq2 q^p vPV .pσL2 pvq1 q1 ď σD2 pvq1 ď
pσL2 pvq1 q2 q ^ σD2 pvq2 P γV pσL2 pvq2 qu where γV pvq “ v and γV pJq “ V
Theorem 6. (Soundness of Jacobian analysis)
| pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γL pJpK pσL qq
@p P s´ , σL P ΣL . tJpK
D
L
Proof. Appendix C



We next define the notion of operator norm of an abstract Jacobian. This
definition is useful for stating Corollary 8. Given an abstract Jacobian, we construct a matrix J such that every element of J is the maximum of the absolute
values of the corresponding lower and upper bound in the abstract Jacobian.
Definition 7. (Operator norm of abstract Jacobian)
If J “ σL2 pvq1 for some σL and v, and pm, nq “ dimpJq then kJkL is defined as,
kJkL “ krmaxt|pJk,l q1 |, |pJk,l q2 |u | k P t1, ..., mu, l P t1, ..., nusk
Corollary 8 shows that the operator norm of the abstract Jacobian computed
by the analysis for some variable v is an upper bound of the operator norms of
all the Jacobians possible for v when a program p is executed on the set of inputs
represented by γL pσL q, for any program p and any abstract state σL .
Corollary 8. (Upper bound of Jacobian operator norm)
@p P s´ , σL P ΣL , v P V.
| pσD qq2 qpvq1 | σD P γL pσL qu ď kppJpK pσL qq2 pvqq1 k
maxt ppJpK
D
L

L

Proof. Appendix D
3.3



Box Analysis

The box analysis abstracts the lowered cat semantics instead of the instrumented
semantics. Given a box-shaped set of input states, it computes box-shaped overapproximations of the program output in a manner similar to the Jacobian
analysis. In fact, the box analysis only differs from the Jacobian analysis in not
computing abstract Jacobians. We define a separate box analysis to avoid computing abstract Jacobians when not needed. The concretization function (γB )
for the box analysis and the soundness theorem are stated below. However, we
do not provide a separate proof of soundness for the box analysis since such
a proof is straightforward given the soundness proof for the Jacobian analysis.
Details of the box analysis are available in Appendix G.
Definition 9. Ź
(Concretization function for box analysis)
γB pσB q “ tσ | vPV .σB pvq1 ď σpvq ď σB pvq2 u
Theorem 10. (Soundness of box analysis)
|
@p P s´ , σB P ΣB . tJpKpσq|σ
P γB pσB qu Ď γB pJpKB pσB qq
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Algorithms

We now describe our proof-search algorithms for probabilistic Lipschitzness of
NNs. The PROLIP algorithm (Section 4.1) is an algorithmic primitive that can be
used by a proof-search algorithm for probabilistic Lipschitzness. We provide the
sketch of such an algorithm using PROLIP in Section 4.2.
4.1

PROLIP Algorithmic Primitive

The PROLIP algorithm expects a pcat program p of the form z ø N p0, 1q; g; f as
input, where g and f are cat programs. z ø N p0, 1q; g represents the generative
model and f represents the NN under analysis. Other inputs expected by PROLIP
are a box-shaped region zB in z and the input variable as well as the output
variable of f (in and out respectively). Typically, NNs consume a single input
and produce a single output. The outputs produced by PROLIP are (i) kU , an
upper bound on the local Lipschitzness constant of f in a box-shaped region of in
(say inB ) that overapproximates the set of in values in the image of zB under g,
(ii) d, the maximum distance between in values in inB , (iii) vol, the probabilistic
volume of the region zB ˆ zB with respect to the distribution N p0, 1q ˆ N p0, 1q.
PROLIP starts by constructing an initial abstract program state (σB ) suitable
Algorithm 1: PROLIP algofor the box analysis (line 1). σB maps evrithmic primitive
ery variable in V to abstract vectors with
Input:
elements in the interval p´8, 8q. We asp: pcat program.
sume that for the variables accessed in
zB : Box in z.
p, the length of the abstract vectors is
in: Input variable of f .
known, and for the remaining variables we
out: Output variable of f .
just assume vectors of length one in this
Output:
initial state. Next, the initial entry in σB
kU : Lipschitz constant.
for z is replaced by zB , and this updated
d: Max in distance.
abstract
state is used to perform box analvol: Mass of zB ˆ zB .
ysis
of
g,
producing σ̃B as the result (line
1 σB := λv.p´8, 8q;
2).
Next,
σ̃B is used to create the initial
2 σ̃B := JgK pσB rz ÞÑ zB sq;
B
abstract
state
σL for the Jacobian analy3 σL := pσ̃B , λv.pI, vqq;
sis
of
f
(line
3).
Initially, every variable is
4 σ̃L := Jf K pσL q;
L
mapped
to
an
identity
matrix as the Jaco5 if pσ̃L
2 poutq2 “ inq then
bian
and
itself
as
the
variable
with respect
6
J := σ̃L2 poutq1 ;
to which the Jacobian is computed. The
7
kU := kJkL ;
initial Jacobian is a square matrix with
8 else
side length same as that of the abstract
9
kU := 8;
vector associated with the variable being
10 d := DIAG LENpσ̃B pinqq;
mapped. Next, we use σL to perform Ja11 vol := VOLpN ˆ N, zB ˆ zB q;
cobian analysis of f producing σ̃L as the
12 return pkU , d, volq;
result (line 4). If the abstract Jacobian
mapped to out in σ̃L is computed with
respect to in (line 5), we proceed down
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the true branch else we assume that nothing is known about the required Jacobian and set kU to 8 (line 9). In the true branch, we first extract the abstract
Jacobian and store it in J (line 6). Next, we compute the operator norm of the
abstract Jacobian J using Definition 7, giving us the required upper bound on
the Lipschitz constant (line 7). We then compute the maximum distance between
in values in the box described by σ̃B pinq using the procedure DIAG LEN that just
computes the length of the diagonal of the hyperrectangle represented by σ̃B pinq
(line 10). We also compute the probabilistic mass of region zB ˆ zB with respect
to the distribution N p0, 1q ˆ N p0, 1q (line 11). This is an easy computation since
we can form an analytical expression and just plug in the boundaries of zB . Finally, we return the tuple pkU , d, volq (line 12). This PROLIP algorithm is correct
as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem
Let p “ z
outvpgq, z
Pr
1

σ,σ „JpKpσ0 q

11. (Soundness of PROLIP)
ø N p0, 1q; g; f where g, f P s´ , pkU , d, volq “ PROLIPpp, zB q, z R
R outvpf q, x P invpf q, and y P outvpf q then, @σ0 P Σ.
ppkσpyq ´ σ 1 pyqk ď kU ¨ kσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqkq ^ pσpzq, σ 1 pzq P γpzB qqq ě vol

Proof. Appendix E



This theorem is applicable for any program p in the required form, such that
g and f are cat programs, variable z is not written to by g and f (outvp¨q gives
the set of variables that a program writes to, invp¨q gives the set of live variables
at the start of a program). It states that the result pkU , d, volq of invoking PROLIP
on p with box zB is safe, i.e., with probability at least vol, any pair of program
states (σ, σ 1 ), randomly sampled from the distribution denoted by JpKpσ0 q, where
σ0 is any initial state, satisfies the Lipschitzness property (with constant kU ) and
has z variables mapped to vectors in the box zB .

4.2

Sketch of Proof-Search Algorithm

We give a sketch of a proof-search algorithm that uses the PROLIP algorithm as a
primitive. The inputs to such an algorithm are a pcat program p in the appropriate form, the constants r, , and k that appear in the formulation of probabilistic
Lipschitzness, and a resource bound gas that limits the number of times PROLIP
is invoked. This algorithm either finds a proof or runs out of gas. Before describing the algorithm, we recall the property we are trying
to prove, stated as follows,
ˇ
1
1
ˇ kσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqk ď rq ě 1 ´ 
Pr
pkσpyq
´
σ
pyqk
ď
k
˚
kσpxq
´
σ
pxqk
1
σ,σ „JpKpσ0 q

The conditional nature of this probabilistic property complicates the design
of the proof-search algorithm, and we use the fact that P rpA | Bq “ P rpA ^
Bq{P rpBq for computing conditional probabilities. Accordingly, the algorithm
maintains three different probability counters, namely, prl , prr , and prf , which
are all initialized to zero as the first step (line 1).
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prl records the probability that
a randomly sampled pair of program states (σ, σ 1 ) satisfies the
Lipschitzness and closeness property (i.e., pkσpyq ´ σ 1 pyqk ď k ˚
kσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqkq ^ pkσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqk ď
rq). prr records the probability that
a randomly sampled pair of program
states satisfies the closeness property
(i.e., kσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqk ď r). prf tracks
the conditional probability which is
equal to prl {prr . After initializing the
probability counters, the algorithm
initializes an “agent” (line 2), which
we think of as black-box capable of
deciding which box-shaped regions in
z should be explored. Ideally, we want
to pick a box such that - (i) it has a
high probability mass, (ii) it satisfies,
both, Lipschitzness and closeness. Of
course, we do not know a priori if Lipschitzness and closeness will hold for
a particular box in z, the crux of the
challenge in designing a proof-search
algorithm. Here, we leave the algorithm driving the agent’s decisions
unspecified (and hence, refer to the
proof-search algorithm as a sketch).
After initializing the agent, the algorithm enters a loop (lines 3 - 13) that
continues till we have no gas left or we have found a proof. Notice that if
pprl ě p1 ´ qq, the probabilistic Lipschitzness property is certainly true, but
this is an overly strong condition that maybe false even when probabilistic Lipschitzness holds. For instance, if  was 0.1 and the ground-truth value of prr
for the program p was 0.2, then prl could never be ě 0.9, even if probabilistic
Lipschitzness holds. However, continuing with our algorithm description, after
decrementing gas (line 4), the algorithm queries the agent for a box in z (line 5),
and runs PROLIP with this box, assuming x as the input variable of f and y as
the output (line 6). Next, the agent is updated with the result of calling PROLIP,
allowing the agent to update it’s internal state (line 7). Next, we check if for the
currently considered box (zB ), the maximum distance between the inputs to f
is less than r (line 8), and if so, we update the closeness probability counter prr
(line 9). We also check if the upper bound of the local Lipschitzness constant
returned by PROLIP is less than k (line 10), and if so, update prl (line 11) and
Algorithm 2: Checking Probabilistic Robustness.
Input:
p: pcat program.
r: Input closeness bound.
: Probabilistic bound.
k: Lipschitz constant.
gas: Iteration bound.
Output: ttt, ?u
1 prl := 0; prr := 0; prf := 0;
2 α := INIT AGENTpdimpzq, r, , kq;
3 while pprl ă p1 ´ qq ^ pgas ‰ 0q
do
4
gas := gas ´ 1;
5
zB := CHOOSEpαq;
6
pkU , d, volq :=
PROLIPpp, zB , x, yq;
7
UPDATE AGENTpα, kU , d, volq;
8
if d ď r then
9
prr := prr ` vol;
10
if kU ď k then
11
prl := prl ` vol;
12
prf := prf {prr ;
13 end while
14 if gas “ 0 then
15
return ? ;
16 else
17
return tt ;
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prf (line 12). Finally, if we have exhausted the gas, we were unable to prove the
property, otherwise we have a proof of probabilistic Lipschitzness.
4.3

Discussion

Informally, we can think of the Jacobian analysis as computing two different
kinds of “information” about a neural network: (i) an overapproximation of the
outputs, given a set of inputs σB , using the box analysis; (ii) an upper bound
on the local Lipschitz constant of the neural network for inputs in σB . The
results of the box analysis are used to overapproximate the set of “program
paths” in the neural network exercised by inputs in σB , safely allowing the
Jacobian computation to be restricted to this set of paths. Consequently, it is
possible to replace the use of box domain in (i) with other abstract domains like
zonotopes [30] or DeepPoly [49] for greater precision in overapproximating the
set of paths. In contrast, one needs to be very careful with the abstract domain
used for the analysis of the generative model g in Algorithm 1, since the choice
of the abstract domain has a dramatic effect on the complexity of the volume
computation algorithm VOL invoked by the PROLIP algorithm. While Gaussian
volume computation of boxes is easy, it is hard for general convex bodies [4,25,23]
unless one uses randomized algorithms for volume computation [24,20]. Finally,
note that the design of a suitable agent for iteratively selecting the input regions
to analyze in Algorithm 2 remains an open problem.

5

Empirical Evaluation

We aim to empirically evaluate the computational complexity of PROLIP. We
ask the following questions: (RQ1) Given a program, is the run time of PROLIP
affected by the size and location of the box in z? (RQ2) What is the run time
of PROLIP on popular generative models and NNs?
5.1

Experimental Setup

We implement PROLIP in Python, using Pytorch, Numpy, and SciPy for the core
functionalities, and Numba for program optimization and parallelization. We
run PROLIP on three pcat programs corresponding to two datasets: the MNIST
dataset and the CIFAR-10 dataset. Each program has a generator network g and
a classifier network f . The g networks in each program consist of five convolution
transpose layers, four batch norm layers, four ReLU layers, and a tanh layer. The
full generator architectures and parameter weights can be seen in [48]. The f
network for the MNIST program consists of three fully connected layers and two
ReLU layers. For the CIFAR-10 dataset, we create two different pcat programs:
one with a large classifier architecture and one with a small classifier architecture.
The f network for the large CIFAR-10 program consists of seven convolution
layers, seven batch norm layers, seven ReLU layers, four maxpool layers, and one
fully connected layer. The f network for the small CIFAR-10 program consists
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of two convolution layers, two maxpool layers, two ReLU layers, and three fully
connected layers. The full classifier architectures and parameter weights for the
MNIST and large CIFAR-10 program can be seen in [17].
In our experiments, each generative model has a latent space dimension
of 100, meaning that the model samples a vector of length 100 from a multidimensional normal distribution, which is then used by the generator network.
We create five random vectors of length 100 by randomly sampling each element
of the vectors from a normal distribution. For each vector, we create three different sized square boxes by adding and subtracting a constant from each element
in the vector. This forms an upper and lower bound for the randomly-centered
box. The constants we chose to form these boxes are 0.00001, 0.001, and 0.1.
In total, 15 different data points are collected for each program. We ran these
experiments on a Linux machine with 32 vCPU’s, 204 GB of RAM, and no GPU.
5.2

Results

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: PROLIP run times

RQ1. As seen in Figures 5a and 5b, there is a positive correlation between
box size and run time of PROLIP on the MNIST and small CIFAR-10 programs.
This is likely because as the z input box size increases, more branches in the
program stay unresolved, forcing the analysis to reason about more of the program. However, z box size does not seem to impact PROLIP run time on the
large CIFAR-10 program (Figure 5c) as the time spent in analyzing convolution
layers completely dominates any effect on run time of the increase in z box size.
RQ2. There is a significant increase in the run time of PROLIP for the large
CIFAR-10 program compared to the MNIST and small CIFAR-10 programs,
and this is due to the architectures of their classifiers. When calculating the
abstract Jacobian matrix for an affine assignment statement (y Ð w ¨ x ` β),
we multiply the weight matrix with the incoming abstract Jacobian matrix. The
dimensions of a weight matrix for a fully connected layer is Nin ˆNout where Nin
is the number of input neurons and Nout is the number of output neurons. The
dimensions of a weight matrix for a convolution layer are Cout ¨Hout ¨Wout ˆCin ¨
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Hin ¨ Win where Cin , Hin , and Win are the input’s channel, height, and width
dimensions and Cout , Hout , and Wout are the output’s channel, height, and width
dimensions. For our MNIST and small CIFAR-10 classifiers, the largest weight
matrices formed had dimensions of 784 ˆ 256 and 4704 ˆ 3072 respectively. In
comparison, the largest weight matrix calculated in the large CIFAR-10 classifier
had a dimension of 131072 ˆ 131072. Propagating the Jacobian matrix for the
large CIFAR-10 program requires first creating a weight matrix of that size,
which is memory intensive, and second, multiplying the matrix with the incoming
abstract Jacobian matrix, which is computationally expensive. The increase in
run time of the PROLIP algorithm can be attributed to the massive size blow-up
in the weight matrices computed for convolution layers.
Other Results. Table 1 shows the upper bounds on local Lipschitz constant
computed by the PROLIP algorithm for every combination of box size and pcat
program considered in our experiments. The computed upper bounds are comparable to those computed by the Fast-Lip algorithm from [57] as well as other
state-of-the-art approaches for computing Lipschitz constants of neural networks.
A phenomenon observed in our experiments is the convergence of local Lipschitz
constants to an upper bound, as the z box size increases. This occurs because
beyond a certain z box size, for every box in z, the output bounds of g represent the entire input space for f . Therefore any increase in the z box size, past
the tipping point, results in computing an upper bound on the global Lipschitz
constant of f .

Box Size MNIST
Large CIFAR Small CIFAR
Lip Constant Lip Constant Lip Constant
1e-05
0.001
0.1

1.683e1
1.154e2
1.154e2

5.885e14
8.070e14
8.070e14

3.252e5
4.218e5
4.218e5

1e-05
0.001
0.1

1.072e1
1.154e2
1.154e2

5.331e14
8.070e14
8.070e14

1.814e5
4.218e5
4.218e5

1e-05
0.001
0.1

1.460e1
1.154e2
1.154e2

6.740e14
8.070e14
8.070e14

2.719e5
4.218e5
4.218e5

1e-05
0.001
0.1

1.754e1
1.154e2
1.154e2

6.571e14
8.070e14
8.070e14

2.868e5
4.218e5
4.218e5

1e-05
0.001
0.1

1.312e1
1.154e2
1.154e2

5.647e14
8.070e14
8.070e14

2.884e5
4.218e5
4.218e5

Table 1: Local Lipschitz constants discovered by PROLIP
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The run time of the PROLIP algorithm can be improved by utilizing a GPU
for matrix multiplication. The multiplication of massive matrices computed in
the Jacobian propagation of convolution layers or large fully connected layers
accounts for a significant portion of the run time of PROLIP, and the run time
can benefit from GPU-based parallelization of matrix multiplication. Another
factor that slows down our current implementation of PROLIP algorithm is the
creation of the weight matrix for a convolution layer. These weight matrices are
quite sparse, and constructing sparse matrices that hold ’0’ values implicitly can
be much faster than explicitly constructing the entire matrix in memory, which
is what our current implementation does.

6

Related Work

Our work draws from different bodies of literature, particularly literature on
verification of NNs, Lipschitz analysis of programs and NNs, and semantics and
verification of probabilistic programs. These connections and influences have been
described in detail in Section 1. Here, we focus on describing connections with
existing work on proving probabilistic/statistical properties of NNs.
[44] is the source of the probabilistic Lipschitzness property that we consider.
They propose a proof-search algorithm that (i) constructs a product program
[5], (ii) uses an abstract interpreter with a powerset polyhedral domain to compute input pre-conditions that guarantee the satisfaction of the Lipschitzness
property, (iii) computes approximate volumes of these input regions via sampling. They do not implement this algorithm. If one encodes the Lipschitzness
property as disjunction of polyhedra, the number of disjuncts is exponential in
the number of dimensions of the output vector. There is a further blow-up in
the number of disjuncts as we propagate the abstract state backwards.
Other works on probabilistic properties of NNs [55,56] focus on local robustness. Given an input x0 , and an input distribution, they compute the probability
that a random sample x1 drawn from a ball centered at x0 causes non-robust
behavior of the NN at x1 compared with x0 . [55] computes these probabilities via
sampling while [56] constructs analytical expressions for computing upper and
lower bounds of such probabilities. Finally, [3] presents a model-counting based
approach for proving quantitative properties of NNs. They translate the NN as
well as the property of interest into SAT constraints, and then invoke an approximate model-counting algorithm to estimate the number of satisfying solutions.
We believe that their framework may be general enough to encode our problem
but the scalability of such an approach remains to be explored. We also note
that the guarantees produced by [3] are statistical, so one is unable to claim
with certainty if probabilistic Lipschitzness is satisfied or violated.

7

Conclusion

We study the problem of algorithmically proving probabilistic Lipschitzness of
NNs with respect to generative models representing input distributions. We em-
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ploy a language-theoretic lens, thinking of the generative model and NN, together,
as programs of the form z ø N p0, 1q; g; f in a first-order, imperative, probabilistic programming language pcat. We develop a sound local Lipschitzness analysis
for cat, a non-probabilistic sublanguage of pcat that performs a Jacobian analysis under the hood. We then present PROLIP, a provably correct algorithmic
primitive that takes in a box-shaped region in the latent space of the generative
model as an input, and returns a lower bound on the volume of this region as
well as an upper bound on a local Lipschitz constant of f . Finally, we sketch a
proof-search algorithm that uses PROLIP and avoids expensive volume computation operations in the process of proving theorems about probabilistic programs.
Empirical evaluation of the computational complexity of PROLIP suggests its feasibility as an algorithmic primitive, although convolution-style operations can be
expensive and warrant further investigation.
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Proof of Lemma 3

Lemma 3. (Equivalence of semantics)
@p P s´ , σ P Σ. JpKpσq “ δJpKpσq
}
Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure of statements in s´ .
We first consider the base cases:
(i) skip
By definition, for any state σ,
JskipKpσq “ δσ “ δJskipKpσq

(ii) y Ð w ¨ x ` β
Again, by definition, for any state σ,
Jy Ð w ¨ x ` βKpσq “ δσryÞÑJw¨x`βKpσqs “ δJyÐw¨x`βKpσq

Next, we consider the inductive cases:
´
(iii) s´
1 ; s2
´
´
rJs´ Ks
Js´
1 ; s2 Kpσq “ Eσ̃„Js
ş 1 Kpσq ´ 2
“ λν. şσ̃PΣ Js1 Kpσqpσ̃q ¨ Js´
2 Kpσ̃qpνq
pνq (using inductive hypothesis)
pσ̃q ¨ δ ~
“ λν. σ̃PΣ δ ~
´
´

“ λν.δ ~
´

Js1 Kpσq

pνq
~
Js2 KpJs´
1 Kpσqq

Js2 Kpσ̃q

“ δ~
´

~
Js2 KpJs´
1 Kpσqq

“δ

´
Js´
1 ;s2 Kpσq

´
(iv) if b then s´
1 else s2
´
´
´
Jif b then s´
1 else s2 Kpσq “ if pJbKpσqq then Js1 Kpσq else Js2 Kpσq
“ if pJbKpσqq then δ ~
else δ ~
´
´
Js1 Kpσq

Js2 Kpσq

(using inductive hypothesis)
“δ
“δ

~
~
´
if pJbKpσqq then Js´
1 Kpσq else Js2 Kpσq

´
Jif pJbKpσqq then s´
1 else s2 Kpσq



B

Proof of Corollary 4

x
|
Corollary 4. @p P s´ , σ P Σ, µ P P pΣq. JpKpµqp
JpKpσqq
ě µpσq
Proof. By definition,
x
JpKpµq
“ Eσ„µ
ş rJpKs
“ λν. şσPΣ µpσq ¨ JpKpσqpνq
“ λν. σPΣ µpσq ¨ δJpKpσq
pνq (using previous lemma)
}
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|
Now suppose, ν “ JpKpσ̃q.
Then, continuing from above,
ş
x
|
|
JpKpµqp
JpKpσ̃qq
“ σPΣ µpσq ¨ δJpKpσq
pJpKpσ̃qq
}
ě µpσ̃q


C

Proof of Theorem 6

We first prove a lemma needed for the proof.
Lemma 12. (Soundness of abstract conditional checks)
| pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γC pJcK pσL qq where
@c P b, σL P ΣL . tJcK
D
L
γC pttq “ tttu, γC pff q “ tff u, γC pJq “ ttt, ff u
Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure of the boolean expressions
in b.
We first consider the base cases:
(i) πpx, mq ě πpy, nq
By definition, Jπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKL pσL q “ Jπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKB pσL1 q
Consider the case where, Jπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKB pσL1 q “ tt, then, by the semantics described in Figure 6, we know that,
σL1 pxqm q1 ě pσL1 pyqn q2 q

(1)

By the definition of γL (Definition 5), we also know that,
@σD P γL . pσL1 pxq1 ď σD1 pxq ď σL1 pxq2 q ^ pσL1 pyq1 ď σD1 pyq ď σL1 pyq2 q (2)
where the comparisons are performed pointwise for every element in the
vector.
From 1 and 2, we can conclude that,
@σD P γL pσL q. σD1 pyqn ď pσL1 pyqn q2 ď pσL1 pxqm q1 ď σD1 pxqm

(3)


Jπpx, mq
ě πpy, nqKD pσD q “ Jπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKpσD1 q “

(4)

Now,

if σD1 pxqm ě σD1 pyqn then tt else ff

From 3 and 4, we can conclude that,

@σD P γL pσL q. Jπpx, mq
ě πpy, nqKD pσD q “ tt, or in other words,

tJπpx, mq
ě πpy, nqKD pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γC pJπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKL pσL qq
when the analysis returns tt.
We can similarly prove the case when the analysis returns ff . In case, the
analysis returns J, the required subset containment is trivially true since
γC pJq “ ttt, ff u.
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(ii) πpx, mq ě 0
The proof is very similar to the first case, and we skip the details.
(iii) πpx, mq ă 0
The proof is very similar to the first case, and we skip the details.
We next consider the inductive cases:
(iv) b1 ^ b2
By the inductive hypothesis, we know that,
}
D
D
L
L
tJb
1 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γC pJb1 KL pσ qq
}
D
D
L
L
tJb
2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γC pJb2 KL pσ qq
L
L
If Jb1 KL pσ q “ J _ Jb2 KL pσ q “ J, then, as per the semantics in Figure 6,
Jb1 ^ b2 KL pσL q “ J, and the desired property trivially holds.
However, if Jb1 KL pσL q ‰ J ^ Jb2 KL pσL q ‰ J, then using the inductive hy}
D
potheses, we know that for all σD P γL pσL q, Jb
1 K pσ q evaluates to the same
D

boolean value as Jb1 KL pσL q. We can make the same deduction for b2 . So,
D
L
evaluating Jb
1 ^ b2 K also yields the same boolean value for all σ P γL pσ q,
D

and this value is equal to Jb1 ^ b2 KL pσL q.
(v) b
By the inductive hypothesis, we know that,
| pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γC pJbK pσL qq
tJbK
D
L
| pσD q “ tt.
If JbK pσL q “ tt, then @σD P γL pσL q. JbK
L

D

So, @σD P γL pσL q. J~
bKD pσD q “ ff , and we can conclude that,
tJ~
bKD pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γC pJ bKL pσL qq “ tff u.
We can similarly argue about the case when JbKL pσL q “ ff , and as stated
previously, the case with, JbKL pσL q “ J trivially holds.


Theorem 6. (Soundness of Jacobian analysis)
| pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γL pJpK pσL qq
@p P s´ , σL P ΣL . tJpK
D
L

Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure of statements in s´ .
We first consider the base cases:
(i) skip
By definition, for any state σL ,
JskipKL pσL q “ σL

(5)

 pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu “ tσD | σD P γL pσL qu “ γL pσL q
tJskipK
D

(6)

 pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γL pJskipK pσL qq
tJskipK
D
L

(7)

From Equations 5 and 6,
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(ii) y Ð w ¨ x ` β
We first observe that when multiplying an interval pl, uq with a constant
c, if c ě 0, then the result is simply given by the interval pc ¨ l, c ¨ uq. But
if c ă 0, then the result is in the interval pc ¨ u, c ¨ lq, i.e., the use of the
lower bounds and upper bounds gets flipped. Similarly, when computing
the dot product of an abstract vector v with a constant vector w, for each
multiplication operation vi ¨ wi , we use the same reasoning as above. Then,
the lower bound and upper bound of the dot product result are given by,
n
n
n
n
ř
ř
ř
ř
wi ¨pvi q1 `
wi ¨pvi q2 ,
wi ¨pvi q2 `
wi ¨pvi q1 q
p
i“1^wi ě0

i“1^wi ă0

i“1^wi ě0

i“1^wi ă0

where pvi q1 represents the lower bound of the ith element of v and pvi q2 represents the lower bound of the ith element of v, and we assume dimpwq “
dimpvq “ n.
We do not provide the rest of the formal proof for this case since it just
involves using the definitions.
Next, we consider the inductive cases:
´
(iii) s´
1 ; s2
From the inductive hypothesis, we know,
´
´
~
D
D
L
L
L1 “ tJs
1 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJs1 KL pσ qq

´
´
´
´
~
D
D
L
L
L2 “ tJs
2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pJs1 KL pσ qqu Ď γL pJs2 KL pJs1 KL pσ qqq

(8)

(9)

From Equations 8 and 9, we conclude,
´
´
´
~
D
D
L
tJs
2 KD pσ q | σ P L1 u Ď L2 Ď γL pJs2 KL pJs1 KL pσ qqq

(10)

Rewriting, we get,
´
´
´
´
~
~
D
D
L
L
tJs
2 KD pJs1 KD pσ qq | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJs2 KL pJs1 KL pσ qqq

(11)

and this can be simplified further as,
´ ´
´ ´
D
D
L
L
tJs
1 ; s2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJs1 ; s2 KL pσ qq

(12)

´
(iv) if b then s´
1 else s2
From the inductive hypothesis, we know,
´
´
~
D
D
L
L
tJs
1 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJs1 KL pσ qq

(13)

´
´
~
D
D
L
L
tJs
2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJs2 KL pσ qq

(14)

The conditional check can result in three different outcomes while performing the analysis - tt, ff , or J. From Lemma 12, we know that the abstract
boolean checks are sound. We analyze each of the three cases separately.
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(a) tt
Since we only consider the true case, we can write,
´
´
L
L
Jif b then s´
1 else s2 KL pσ q “ Js1 KL pσ q

(15)

Also, from Lemma 12,
´
´

~
D
D
L
D
D
L
tJif b then
s´
1 else s2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu “ tJs1 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu

(16)

From 13, 15, and 16,
´
´
´

D
D
L
L
tJif b then
s´
1 else s2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJif b then s1 else s2 KL pσ qq

(17)

(b) ff
Similar to the tt case, for the ff case, we can show,
´
´
´

D
D
L
L
tJif b then
s´
1 else s2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJif b then s1 else s2 KL pσ qq

(18)

(c) J
Ů
We first prove the following about the join ( L ) operation,
γL pσL q Y γL pσ̃L q Ď γL pσL \L σ̃L q

(19)

By definition of γL ,
γL pσL q “ tσD | p

ľ

.σL1 pvq1 ď σD1 pvq ď σL1 pvq2 q^

vPV

ľ
p

.pσ2 pvq1 q1 ď σD2 pvq1 ď pσL2 pvq1 q2 q^
L

(20)

vPV

σD2 pvq2 P γV pσL2 pvq2 qu
γL pσ̃L q can be defined similarly.
The join operation combines corresponding intervals in the abstract
states by taking the smaller of the two lower bounds and larger of the
two upper bounds. We doŮnot prove the following formally, but from
the definition of γL and L , one can see that the intended property
holds.
Next, we consider the assert statements that appear in the abstract
denotational semantics for the J case.
Let us call, σL1 “ Jassert bKL pσL q and σL2 “ Jassert bKL pσL q.
From inductive hypothesis (13 and 14) we know,
´
´
~
L
L
D
D
L1 “ tJs
1 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ1 qu Ď γL pJs1 KL pσ1 qq

(21)

´
´
~
L
L
D
D
L2 “ tJs
2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ2 qu Ď γL pJs2 KL pσ2 qq

(22)

From 19,21, and 22,

´
´
´
L
L
L
L
L1 Y L2 Ď γL pJs´
1 KL pσ1 qq Y γL pJs2 KL pσ2 qq Ď γL pJs1 KL pσ1 q \ Js2 KL pσ2 qq
(23)
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Then, if we can show that,
tσD | σD P γL pσL q ^ JbKpσD q “ ttu Ď γL pσL1 q

(24)

tσD | σD P γL pσL q ^ JbKpσD q “ ff u Ď γL pσL2 q

(25)

´
then, from 21, 22,23,24,25, and the semantics of if b then s´
1 else s2 ,
we can say,
´
´
´

D
D
L
L
tJif b then
s´
1 else s2 KD pσ q | σ P γL pσ qu Ď γL pJif b then s1 else s2 KL pσ qq

(26)

Now, we need to show that 24 and 25 are true. The assert statements
either behave as identity or produce a modified abstract state (see
Figure 6). When assert behaves as identity, 24 and 25 are obviously
true. We skip the proof of the case when assert produces a modified
abstract state.


D

Proof of Corollary 8

Corollary 8. (Upper bound of Jacobian operator norm)
@p P s´ , σL P ΣL , v P V.
| pσD qq2 qpvq1 | σD P γL pσL qu ď kppJpK pσL qq2 pvqq1 k
maxt ppJpK
D
L

L

Proof. From Theorem 6, we know that for any p P s´ , σL P ΣL ,
| pσD q | σD P γL pσL qu Ď γL pJpK pσL qq
tJpK
D
L

(1)

| pσD qq2 pvqq1 | σD P γL pσL qu. This is the set of all
Let us define, DV “ tppJpK
D
Jacobian matrices associated with the variable v after executing p on the set of
input states, γL pσL q. Note that the set DV does not distinguish the Jacobians
on the basis of the input that we are differentiating with respect to.
Let DVL “ tpσ̃D2 pvqq1 | σ̃D P γL pJpKL pσL qqu, and J “ ppJpKL pσL qq2 pvqq1 .
Using Definition 5 of γL , we can show,
@d P DVL . J1 ď d ď J2

(2)

where ď is defined pointwise on the matrices, and J1 (J2 ) refers to the matrix of
lower(upper) bounds.
Then, from 1 and definitions of DV and DVL , we can deduce that,
DV Ď DVL

(3)

@d P DV . J1 ď d ď J2

(4)

From 2 and 3,
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Let J 1 “ rmaxt|pJk,l q1 |, |pJk,l q2 |u | k P t1, ..., mu, l P t1, ..., nus. Then,
@d P DV . |d| ď J 1

(5)

where |¨| applies pointwise on matrices d.
Using definition of operator norm, one can show that,
M1 ď M2 ùñ kM1 k ď kM2 k

(6)

where M1 and M2 are matrices with ď applied pointwise.
Finally, from 5 and 6, we conclude,
@d P DV . kdk ď J 1 “ kJk

(7)

Unrolling the definitions,
| pσD qq2 qpvq1 | σD P γpσL qu ď kppJpK pσL qq2 pvqq1 k
maxt ppJpK
D
L

(8)

L



E

Proof of Theorem 11

Theorem
Let p “ z
outvpgq, z
Pr
1

σ,σ „JpKpσ0 q

11. (Soundness of PROLIP)
ø N p0, 1q; g; f where g, f P s´ , pkU , d, volq “ PROLIPpp, zB q, z R
R outvpf q, x P invpf q, and y P outvpf q then, @σ0 P Σ.
ppkσpyq ´ σ 1 pyqk ď kU ¨ kσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqkq ^ pσpzq, σ 1 pzq P γpzB qqq ě vol

Proof. We prove this theorem in two parts.
First, let us define set ΣP as, ΣP “ tσ | σ P γB pJf KL pJgKB pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqqq1 qu
In words, ΣP is the concretization of the abstract box produced by abstractly
“interpreting” g; f on the input box zB . Assuming that z is not written to by g
or f , it is easy to see from the definitions of the abstract semantics in Figures
6 and 4 that, pJf KL pJgKB pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqqq1 pzq “ zB , i.e., the final abstract value
of z is the same as the initial value zB . Moreover, from Theorem 8, we know
that the operator norm of the abstract Jacobian matrix, kJkL upper bounds the
operator norm of every Jacobian of f for variable y with respect to x (since
x P invpf q, y P outvpf q) for every input in γB pJgKB pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqq, which itself
is an upper bound on the local Lipschitz constant in the same region.
In other words, we can say that,
@σ, σ 1 P ΣP . σpzq, σ 1 pzq P γpzB q ^ kσpyq ´ σ 1 pyqk ď kU ¨ kσpxq ´ σ 1 pxqk.
To complete the proof, we need to show that,

Pr

σ,σ 1 „JpKpσ0 q

pσ, σ 1 P ΣP q ě vol. We

show this in the second part of this proof.
Using the semantic definition of pcat (Figure 2), we know that,
xKpJgKpJz
x
JpKpσ0 q “ Jf
ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 qqq
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We first analyze Jz ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 q. Again using the semantic definition of pcat,
we write,
Jz ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 q “ Ez„Nş p0,1q rλν.δσ0 rzÞÑνs s
“ λν 1 . a N paq ¨ δσ0 rzÞÑas pν 1 q
“ λν 1 .1ν 1 “σ0 rzÞÑas ¨ N paq

(1)

We are interested in the volume of the set Σz , defined as, Σz “ tσ | σpzq P zB u.
Using the expression for Jz ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 q from above, we can now compute
the required probability as follows,
Pr
σ„JzøN p0,1qKpσ0 q

pσ P Σz q “

ş

pJz ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 qqpσq ¨ 1σPΣz
σPΣ
ş
“ şσPΣ p1σ“σ0 rzÞÑas ¨ N paqq ¨ 1σPΣz
“ şσPΣz p1σ“σ0 rzÞÑas ¨ N paqq
“ aPzB N paq (by uniqueness of σ0 rz ÞÑ as)
“ vol1

(2)

This shows that starting from any σ0 P Σ, after executing the first statement of
p, the probability that the value stored at z lies in the box zB is vol1 .
Next, we analyze Jz ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 q. In particular, we are interested in the
| z q (which is notational abuse for the set tJgKpσq
|
volume of the set, JgKpΣ
|σP
Σz u). We can lower bound this volume as follows,
| z qq “ ş
x
pσ P JgKpΣ
pJgKpJz
ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 qqpσq ¨ 1σPJgKpΣ
} zq
σPΣ
y
σ„JgKpJzøN
p0,1qKpσ0 qq
ş
x
“ σPJgKpΣ
JgKpJz
ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 qqpσq
ş } zq
ě σPΣz Jz ø N p0, 1qKpσ0 qqpσq (from Corollary 4)
“ vol1 (from 2)
(3)
We can similarly show that,
Pr

Pr
yKpJgKpJzøN
y
σ„Jf
p0,1qKpσ0 qqq

|KpJgKpΣ
| z qqq ě vol1
pσ P Jf

(4)

Now, σB rz ÞÑ zB s defined on line 2 of Algorithm 1 is such that
γpσB rz ÞÑ zB sq “ Σz . From Theorem 10, we can conclude that,
| z q Ď γpJgK pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqq
JgKpΣ
B

(5)

Similarly, from Theorem 6, we can conclude that,
|KpJgKpΣ
| z qq Ď γpJf K pJgK pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqq1 q
Jf
L
B

(6)

From 4 and 6, we conclude that,
Pr
σ„JpKpσ0 q

pσ P γpJf KL pJgKB pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqqq1 q ě vol1

(7)
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Consequently,
Pr

σ,σ 1 „JpKpσ0 q

pσ, σ 1 P γpJf KL pJgKB pσB rz ÞÑ zB sqqq1 q ě vol1 ˆ vol1 “ vol

since each act of sampling is independent.

F

(8)


Translating Neural Networks Into pcat

NNs are often described as a sequential composition of “layers”, with each layer
describing the computation to be performed on an incoming vector. Many commonly used layers can be expressed in the pcat language. For instance, [28]
describes the translation of maxpool, convolution, ReLU, and fully connected
layers into the cat language. Here, we describe the translation of two other common layers, namely, the batchnorm layer [34] and the transposed convolution
layer (also referred to as the deconvolution layer) [60].
Batchnorm layer. A batchnorm layer typically typically expects an input x P
RCˆHˆW which we flatten, using a row-major form in to x1 P RC¨H¨W where,
historically, C denotes the number of channels in the input, H denotes the height,
and W denotes the width. For instance, given an RGB image of dimensions 28
ˆ 28 pixels, H “ 28, W “ 28, and C “ 3.
A batchnorm layer is associated with vectors m and v such that dimpmq “
dimpvq “ C where dimp¨q returns the dimension of a vector. m and v represent the running-mean and running-variance of the values in each channel
observed during the training time of the NN. A batchnorm layer is also associated with a scaling vector s1 and a shift vector s2 , both also of dimension c.
For a particular element xi,j,k in the input, the corresponding output element is
x
´mi
?
q ` s2i where  is a constant that is added for numerical stability
s1i ¨ p i,j,k
vi `
(commonly set to 1e´5 ). Note that the batchnorm operation produces an output
of the same dimensions as the input. We can represent the batchnorm operation
by the statement, y Ð w ¨ x1 ` β, where x1 is the flattened input, w is a weight
matrix of dimension C ¨ H ¨ W ˆ C ¨ H ¨ W and β is a bias vector of dimension
C ¨ H ¨ W , such that,
s1
w “ I ¨ r ? ti{H¨W u | i P t1, ..., C ¨ H ¨ W us
vti{H¨W u `

s1ti{H¨W u ¨mti{H¨W u

β “ r´ ?v

ti{H¨W u `

` s2ti{H¨W u | i P t1, ..., C ¨ H ¨ W us

where I is the identity matrix with dimension pC ¨ H ¨ W, C ¨ H ¨ W q, t¨u is the
floor operation that rounds down to an integer, and r | s is the list builder/comprehension notation.
Transposed convolution layer. A convolution layer applies a kernel or a filter
on the input vector and typically, compresses this vector so that the output vector is of a smaller dimension. A deconvolution or transposed convolution layer
does the opposite - it applies the kernel in a manner that produces a larger output vector. A transposed convolution layer expects an input x P RCin ˆHin ˆWin
and applies a kernel k P RCout ˆCin ˆKh ˆKw using a stride S. For simplicity of
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presentation, we assume that Kh “ Kw “ K and Win “ Hin . In pcat, the transposed convolution layer can be expressed by the statement, y Ð w ¨ x1 , where
x1 is the flattened version of input x, w is a weight matrix that we derive from
the parameters associated with the transposed convolution layer, and the bias
vector, β, is a zero vector in this case. To compute the dimensions of the weight
matrix, we first calculate the height (Hout ) and width (Wout ) of each channel in
the output using formulae, Hout “ Hin ¨ S ` K, and Wout “ Win ¨ S ` K. Since
we assume Win “ Hin , we have Wout “ Hout here. Then, the dimension of w is
Cout ¨ Hout ¨ Wout ˆ Cin ¨ Hin ¨ Win , and the definition of w is as follows,
ˇ
fi
»
let x “ ri{Cout s
in ˇˇ
ffi
— let y “ rj{Cin s
in ˇˇ
ffi
—
ffi
ˇ
— let h “ 1 ` tppi mod Cout q ´ ptppj mod Cin q ´ 1q{Hin u¨
ˇ i P I, ffi
—
ffi
ˇ
H
¨
S
`
1
`
pppj
mod
C
q
´
1q
mod
H
q
¨
Sqq{H
u
in
w “—
out
in
in
out
ˇ j P J ffi
—
ffi
ˇ
— let w “ 1 ` ppi mod Cout q ´ ptppj mod Cin q ´ 1q{Hin u¨
ffi
ˇ
—
fl
–
Hout ¨ S ` 1 ` pppj mod Cin q ´ 1q mod Hin q ¨ Sqq mod Hout in ˇˇ
ˇ
if h, w P t1...Ku then kx,y,h,w else 0
where I “ t1, ..., Cout ¨ Hout ¨ Wout u and J “ t1, ..., Cin ¨ Hin ¨ Win u
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Details of Box Analysis

Ť
n
ΣB fi V Ñ Ť
nPN pR ˆ Rq
B
JeKB : Σ Ñ nPN pR ˆ Rqn
Jπpx, nqKB pσB q “ σB pxqn
Jw ¨ x ` βKB pσB q “ let m “ dimpwq1 in
let n “ dimpσB pxqq in
n
ř
rpp
wi,j ¨ pσB pxqi q1 `
j“1^wi,j ě0
n
ř

wi,j ¨ pσB pxqi q2 ` βi q,

j“1^wi,j ă0
n
ř

wi,j ¨ pσB pxqi q2 `

p

j“1^wi,j ě0
n
ř

wi,j ¨ pσB pxqi q1 ` βi qq | i P t1, ..., mus

j“1^wi,j ă0

JbKB : ΣB Ñ ttt, ff , Ju
Jπpx, mq ě πpy, nqKB pσB q “ if
ppσB pxqm q1 ě pσB pyqn q2 q then tt
else if ppσB pxqm q2 ă pσB pyqn q1 q then ff
else J
Jπpx, mq ě 0KB pσB q “ if
ppσB pxqm q1 ě 0q then tt
else if ppσB pxqm q2 ă 0q then ff
else J
Jπpx, mq ă 0KB pσB q “ if
ppσB pxqm q2 ă 0q then tt
else if ppσB pxqm q1 ě 0q then ff
else J
Jb1 ^ b2 KB pσB q “ if pJb1 KB pσB q “ J _ Jb2 KB pσB q “ Jq then J
else Jb1 KB pσB q ^ Jb2 KB pσB q
B
J bKB pσ q “ if
pJbKB pσB q “ ttq then ff
else if pJbKB pσB q “ ff q then tt
else J
Ů

σB

B
B
B
B : Σ ˆΣ Ñ Σ
B “ λv. rpmintpσB pvq q , pσ̃B pvq q u, maxtpσB pvq q , pσ̃B pvq q uq |
σ̃
i 1
i 1
i 2
i 2
B
i P t1, ..., dimpσB pvqqus

Ů

Js´ KB : ΣB Ñ ΣB
JskipKB pσB q “ σB
Jassert πpx, mq ě 0KB pσB q “ σB rxm ÞÑ p0, maxtpσB pxqm q2 , 0uqs
Jassert πpx, mq ă 0KB pσB q “ σB rxm ÞÑ pmintpσB pxqm q1 , 0u, 0qs
Jassert pπpx, mq ě 0qKB pσB q “ Jassert πpx, mq ă 0KB pσB q
Jassert pπpx, mq ă 0qKB pσB q “ Jassert πpx, mq ě 0KB pσB q
Jassert b̂KB pσB q “ σB pwhere b̂ refers to all other boolean expressionsq
Jy Ð w ¨ x ` βKB pσB q “ σB ry ÞÑ Jw ¨ x ` βKB pσB qs
Js1 ; s2 KB pσB q “ Js2 KB pJs1 KB pσB qq
Jif b then s1 else s2 KB pσB q “ if
pJbKB pσB q “ ttq then Js1 KB pσB q
else if pJbKB pσB q “ ff q then Js2 KB pσB q
Ů
else Js1 KB pJassert bKB pσB qq B Js2 KB pJassert bKB pσB qq

Fig. 6: cat abstract semantics for box analysis

